Abstract-With the development of Internet, tens of billions query were submitted every day. However, the old response mechanism of query which client submits query to server then server fetches data from database and sends data to client can't meet the requirements any more. We know the time of client to server request can't be cut down. To accelerate query speed, we have to avoid the costing time method that fetches data from database. Key-Value Store is popular today, but it has problems in Points barrels strategy and memory usage. In this paper, we propose a High-Performance Key-Value Query Solution which is based on hash dictionary and trie tree. Instead of fetching data from database, we construct a Key-Value dictionary in the memory to accelerate the whole query time. We use epoll of Linux to finish the asynchronous communication of client and server. For the dictionary, we design two different dictionaries like Hash dictionary, sorted dictionary based on trie tree. Hash dictionary uses Points barrels strategy and Minimal Perfect Hash Function. Sorted dictionary is based on trie tree. To illustrate performance of our solution, we test and record the performance of memory usage and query per second. It turns out that hash dictionary has more effective search time and sorted dictionary can hold more data.
INTRODUCTION
E-commerce like Alibaba and Amazon plays an important role in current internet era. Every day, people search the goods they want. Tens of billions query was sent to E-commerce companies. The old response mechanism of query which client submits query to server then server fetches data from database and sends data to client can't meet the requirements [1] . With tens of billions goods records, one query in the database will cause too much time for real-time e-commerce transaction. Key-Value query [2, 3] is a solution for slow database query. We can map the database as pair of Key-Value in the memory, but it's limited by the memory capacity.
In this paper, we propose a High-Performance Key-Value Query Solution which is based on hash dictionary [4, 5, 6] and trie tree [7] . Instead of fetching data from database, we construct a Key-Value dictionary in the memory to accelerate the whole query time. We use epoll of Linux to finish the asynchronous communication of client and server. For the dictionary, we design two different dictionaries like Hash dictionary, sorted dictionary based on trie tree. Unlike traditional Key-Value Query, hash dictionary uses bucket strategy and Minimal Perfect Hash Function to map the pairs of key-value to different index files then load the index files to memory. Sorted dictionary is based on trie tree. Hash dictionary has more effective search time and sorted dictionary can hold more data. In order to meet the needs of different scales of data, the server is designed to provide users with two types of KeyValue pairs, which are hash dictionary, sorted dictionary based on trie tree. We provide two different lengths of the key and
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value which one is 8-bytes fixed-length and the other is 8-bytes key and variable-length value 0-255 bytes. Variable length dictionary is a dictionary of fixed-length simple modification, for simplicity, in the description of the two types of dictionary design algorithm, are described fixed length in the dictionary. Each dictionary is a map object, we design only load and find two interfaces, one for loading a dictionary and one for searching corresponding key in the dictionary.
When the amount of data is between 100M to 5G, hash dictionary is recommended. Hash dictionary is designed to hash keys of Key-Value into different files. Hash function as the index is stored in memory. In practice, combining hash bucket policy and Minimal Perfect Hash Function (MPHF) will greatly reduce the amount of memory required compared to traditional Key-Value Store. A hash function is called Perfect Hash Function, if all the elements of the set S are mapped into a set of integers without conflict [8] . A perfect hash function called minimal perfect hash function if all the elements of the set S are mapped to the n consecutive integers, where n is the number of elements of the set S [9] .
All Key-Value hash dictionaries store in the disk, and only index functions which map key and file in the disk load into memory at query time. Hash dictionary solution contains three steps which are File point barrels, generating MPHF and file merging. If the Key-Value pairs are too much, we may not find a MPHF. We have to point Key-Value pairs into barrels. After that, we must merge index files to one file in order to reduce time of read disk. Details can be found in the Algorithm 1. When the amount of data is more than 5G, we recommend using the sorted dictionary. Since the server no longer provide other types of dictionary, sorted dictionary can theoretically handle magnitude of more than TB using set multi-level index. Because multi-level index files can't be all loaded into memory, it will limit the query performance. If user has a greater magnitude of data requirement which is more than TB level, distributed platform is needed [10] . Sorted dictionary requires that the Key-Value pairs are already sorted. So sorted dictionary means that we should sort Key-Value by keys in files. Sorting can be done in many ways which a lot of research [9, 10] had been done in this area. Here we mainly consider the way to reduce the use of memory using trie tree [7] .
Algorithm 1 Key-Value Query Based on Hash Dictionary
Trie tree can offer dense index in order to reduce the use of memory. The solution of sorted dictionary will always keep one trie index file in memory. Tire index is not a traditional Key-Value index which is bitwise trie index which is string with only 0 or 1. One bitwise string maps to one key. Once the value of key is required, we first search the key (character string) in the trie tree and get the bitwise string for the key(character string). Then we can get the address of the bitwise string which is representing the character string. The whole trie tree can be recursively defined as:
Where L is the left subtree , R is right subtree and Len(L) is the leaf number. So constructing the trie tree need to know the number of Key-Value pairs and left subtree left number. Because the dictionary is sorted, we can get the length of left subtree by binary search. After that, the length of right subtree is Len(T)-Len(L).So we can construct the trie tree recursively until now. Details can be found in the algorithm 2. After constructing trie tree, we can search key recursively. Details can be found blow in algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Search Key in Trie Tree
Name: TrieSearch Input: target key K , length of trie tree, trie tree T; Output: bitwise string bitK ; 1. If len_L=0 or len_L=1: 2.
Return "" 3. Else: 4.
If K[0] equal to character of 0:
Len_left=T.leftChild 7.
Return "0"+TrieSearch(kLeft,Len_left,T.leftChild) 8.
Else: 9.
kRight= K[1:-1] 10.
Len_right=T.rightChild 11.
Return "0"+TrieSearch(kRight,Len_right,T.rightChild) 12.
Return "1"+TrieSearch(kRight,Len_right,T.rightChild) When getting the bitwise string of character string, we can get the address of character string by dictionary value with the bitwise key.
IV. PERFORMANCE TEST
Here we only care two aspects, memory usage and query per second. Traditional Key-Value store will be used as a baseline. Memory usage and query per second can be found in Fig.1 . Traditional Key-Value store can offer 100 thousand query per second for memory less than 100M.
For Hash Dictionary Key-Value store, there are three aspects determining performance which are finding value of key in MPHF, computing the offset of the key in disk and read value from disk. First two steps cost constant time, the last step which is read value from disk costs the major time. Hash dictionary key-value store loads MPHF file into memory instead of data file. So we will do three different measurements for hash dictionary key-value store which are data size, memory usage and query per second. Data size and query per second can be found in Fig.2 . We can see that hash dictionary Key-Value store guarantees 10 thousand query per second for data size less than 5G. Compared with traditional Key-Value store, query per second of hash dictionary decreases to one percent of t Key-Value but has 50 times upper limit of key-value pairs.
Memory usage is related to the size of MPHF files. We will give the test of the size of MPHF files and memory usage. The size of MPHF file is one of ten of data size. Details can be found in Fig.3 . For sorted dictionary Key-Value store, there are three aspects determining performance which are finding value of trie tree of key, computing the offset of the key in the disk and read the value of key from disk. We will give three tests which are data size, memory usage and query per second. Data size and query per second can be found in Fig.4 . Sorted dictionary Key-Value store can offer 7 thousand query per second for data size less than 20G.Memory usage is related to the size of trie tree. We do the test for data size and memory usage. Details can be found in Fig.5 . We just do the memory test for 400M because the computing power is the bottleneck of generating trie tree. But we pretty sure that it will not be bottleneck for practical application.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We propose a High-Performance Key-Value Query Solution which is based on hash dictionary and trie tree. Instead of fetching data from database, we construct a KeyValue dictionary in the memory to accelerate the whole query time. We use epoll of Linux to finish the asynchronous communication of client and server. For the dictionary, we design two different dictionaries like Hash dictionary, sorted dictionary based on trie tree. Unlike traditional Key-Value Query, hash dictionary uses bucket strategy and Minimal Perfect Hash Function to map the pairs of key-value to different index files then load the index files to memory. Sorted dictionary is based on trie tree. Hash dictionary has more effective search time and sorted dictionary can hold more data. Our solution can handle TB level data. When the data scale is greater than TB, the multi-index solution maybe a good choice. We will try to design and optimization of multi-level index.
